### CUMULATIVE TEAM STATISTICS

#### NORWAY (NOR)

### Results:

- **(19)** NOR 26-26 CRO
- **(21)** CZE 26-26 NOR
- **(23)** NOR 28-22 GER
- **(39)** NOR 27-35 RUS
- **(46)** NOR 24-30 MNE

#### No. Name | Total Goals | All Goals / Shots | Punishments | Offence | Defence | TP
|-------------|-------------|------------------|-------------|---------|---------|---
| Lexstad T.  | 38          |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Hjertnes M. | 34          |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Hoegstad M. | 27          |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Faksas H.   | 35          |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Hovden E.   | 9           |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Skabo N.    | 6           |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Haugstvedt S.| 3           |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Hovden E.   | 9           |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Skabo N.    | 6           |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Fauske H.   | 25          |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Nordlid V.  | 9           |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Hovden E.   | 9           |                  |             |         |         |   |
| Halvorsen K.| 9           |                  |             |         |         |   |

#### Totals:

- **Total Goals**
  - Made: 218-46
  - Saves: 184-336
  - Missed: 35-12

#### Shots Team Totals:

- **Made 6m**: 27, **Saves 6m**: 10, **Missed 6m**: 0
  - **Total attempts 6m**: 44, **Total %EFF 6m**: 81%
- **Made 6mO**: 0, **Saves 6mO**: 0, **Missed 6mO**: 0
  - **Total attempts 6mO**: 0, **Total %EFF 6mO**: 0%
- **Made Wing**: 18, **Saves Wing**: 16, **Missed Wing**: 8
  - **Total attempts Wing**: 42, **Total %EFF Wing**: 43%
- **Made 9m**: 76, **Saves 9m**: 51, **Missed 9m**: 34
  - **Total attempts 9m**: 161, **Total %EFF 9m**: 47%
- **Made FB**: 19, **Saves FB**: 4, **Missed FB**: 4
  - **Total attempts FB**: 27, **Total %EFF FB**: 70%
- **Made FTO**: 25, **Saves FTO**: 6, **Missed FTO**: 7
  - **Total attempts FTO**: 38, **Total %EFF FTO**: 66%
- **Made BT**: 3, **Saves BT**: 1, **Missed BT**: 1
  - **Total attempts BT**: 5, **Total %EFF BT**: 84%

### Legend:

- **6m**: 6 Metre Shots
- **6mO**: In flight shots
- **FB**: Fast Breaks
- **R7**: Received 7m-Fouls
- **FTO**: Fast Throw Off
- **BT**: Breakthroughs
- **NS**: Near zone shots (incl: 6m, 6mO, Wing, BT)
- **AS**: Assists
- **RC**: Red Cards
- **DB**: Defence Blocks
- **RO**: Received Offenses
- **ST**: Steals
- **AI**: Attack Interruptions
- **TO**: Turnover
- **YC**: Yellow Cards
- **PPT**: Player Played Time
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